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ABSTRACT
1

Crustal Evolution Education Project (CEEP) modules
weredesigned to: (1) provide students with the methods and results
of continuing investigations into the composition, history, and
processes of the earth'-s crust and the.application of this knowledge.
to man's activtities and (2) to be used by teachers with little or no
previous background in the mpdern theories of sea-floor spreading,
continental,drift, and plate tectonics. Each module consists of two
booklets: a teacher's guide and student investigation. The teacher's
guide contains all of the information present in the student
investigation booklet as well, asf (1) a general introduction; (2)
prerequisite student background; (3) objectives; (4) list of required
materials; (5) background information; (6) suggested'approach; (7)
procedure, recommending three 45-minute class eriods; (8) summary
questions (with answers); (9) extension activities; and ,(10) list of
references. Activities in this'module focus on investigating magnetic

.characterPistics of a sea-floor knodel in the, vicinity of a wide-ocean
-ridge. The model affords concrete, manipulative experience with'the
interpretive Wtions of mirror image (normal and reverse) magnetic
patterns, with the amount and. rate of sea-floor spreading, and\the
opportunity to suggest possible ways in which the magnetic pat <$rn
could have been formed. (Author /JN
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NAGT Crustal Evolution Education Project
Edward C. Stopver, Jr., Project Director

Welcome to the exciting world of current researcth
into the composition history and processes of the
earth s crust and the application of this knowledge
to man s activities The earth sciences are
currently experiencing a dramatic revolution in
our understanding of the way in which the earth
works CEEP modules are designed to bring into
the classroom the methods and resvIts of these
continuing investigations The Crustal Evolution
Education Project began work in 1974 under
the auspices of the National Association of
Geology Teachers 'CEEP materials have been
developed by teams of science educators.
classioom teachers and scientists Prior to
p.iblicatioh the materials were field tested.by
more than 20 teachers and over 12 000 students

Current crustal evolution research is a breaking
story that stuc!ents are living through today

,

About CEEP
Most CEEP modules consist of two booClets a
Teacher s Guide and a Student Investigation The
TeScner s Guide contains all the information
and illustrations in the Student Investigation
plus se.ctions printed in color intended only for the
teacher as well as answers to the questions that
are included in the Student Investigation '
In some modules there are illustrations that
appear only ih the Teacher s Guide and these are
designated by figure letters instead of the number
sequerice used in thee Student Investigation

For some modules, maps rulers and other
common cl4sroom materials are needed and in

The material was prepared with the
support of National Science Foundation
Grant Nos SED 75-20151, SED 77-08539
and SED 78-25104 However, any opinions,
findings. concluSions. or re;ommendations
expressed herein are those of the author(s)
sriV do not necessarily reflect the views
of NSF

In order to'coMply with U S Public Law
94-86 every hoof dist/1cl in the U S A
.,sing these mater.als a9re.e.s to make
them .a;.tailabJe for in4pection'by parents or
guarcfiabs of children engaged in
educational- progr'ams or protects of the
School district .

Copyright 1974 by Southeast Missouri Slate University\
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Teachers and students alike have a unique
opportunity through CEEP modules to share in the
unfolding of these educationally important and
exciting advances CEEP modules are designed
to provide students with appealing firstha9d
investigative experiences with concepts which are
at or close'to the frontiers of scientific inquiry into
plate tectonics Furthermore, the CEEP modules
are designed to be used by teachers with little or
no previous background in the modern theories
of sea-floor spreading continental drift and plate
tectonics

We know that you will enjoy using CEEP
modules in your classrporn Read on and be
Prepared to experience a renewed enthuslasmfor
teaching as you learn more about the living earth
in this and other CEEP modules

.iarying adantities according to the method of
presentation Read over the module before
scheduling its use in class and refer to the list of
MATERIALS in the module

Each module is individual and self-contained, in
content tut some are divided into two or more
parts for convenience The recommended length
of trme for each module is indicated Some modules
rPrItilt-r! prerequisite knowledge of some aspects
of basic earth science this is noted. in trle
Teacher s Guide



A Sea-floor Mystery: Mapping Polarity Reversals

INTRODUCTION
This is a module in which students will
investigate.rnagnetic characteristics of a sea-floor
model of the vicinity of a mid-ocean ridge. The
model enables students to have aconcrete,
manipulative experience with the'intarpretive
notions of mirror image (normal and reverse),
magnetic patterns-, the amount and rate of'
sea-floor spreading, and the opportunity fo
suggest possible ways in which the magnetic
pattern could have been formed.

PREREQUISITE STUDENT BACKGROUND
Basic understandings of the ear'th's magnetic fidid,
the response of a compass within that field and
the idea of magnetic reversal are necessary
before beginning this activity. In addition, ,

students should be familiar with the topography.
of the ocean floor, specifically the mid-ocean
ridge system.

OBJECTIVES
After you have completed these activities, you

'should be able to
1. Describe the magnetic pattern that was
found, on the sea-floor model
2. Identify the areas on the model that have
normal magnetism and the areas that have reverse
magnetism 4.

Magf-et<, nort,-

cog ra p h Ic south

One interestipg find that scientists haie made
in recent years is that the earth's magnetic field
has two favored positions One positionls as
it exists today, with the north magnetic pole
near the north,geographic pole (See Figure la )
The other is exactly. the reverse,,with the
north magnetic pole near the south geographic
pole. (See Figure lb ) The magnetic polarity
(the geographic directions of'the north and
south magnetic polW appears to have reversed

positions many times in east

3. 0Ornparethe magrItic pattern on one side of
the model mid-ocean ridge with that on the
opposite §ide of the ridge
4. Suggest some possible ways in which the
striped magnetic pattern could have been formed

5. Calculate the amount of sea-flkor spreading
that has occurred in the paset 'Million years

6.'Calculate the rate_of Sea-floor spreading
that has occurred in the past 3 million years

Geographic north

Magnetic north

Figure 1 .Magnetic polarity-of the earth.

b Reversevagnettc polarityearth's magnetic
field as it has occurred at ,a number of times in

,the past.

a. Normal magnetic polarityearth's magnetic
field as it occurs today.

/



MATERIALS mamentaw
One set for each group:

Corrugated cardbilard, 18cm x 34cm
11 finishing nails or paper clips
ElecAric coil or strong bar magn

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
When molten volcanic material cools and
solidifies, usually around 500-C (called he Curie
point), magnetic minerals in it are magnetized
in the direction of the earth's magnetic field. As

ng as the rocks remain below this temperature,
they retain the magnetism, thus providing
magnetic "memories" (much like the magnetic
memory elements of a computer) of the direction
of the earqi field in the place, and at the time,
they cooia.d and solidified. See Figures Al and A2.

In 1906f the French physicist Bernard Brunhes
found volcanic rocks in France that were

X magnetized, not in the direction of the earth's
present field, but in the exact opposite.
This gave rise to the possibility that the earth's
Magnetic field had been reversed in the past.

///t his concept attracted little attention Atli some
years later, when it was interpreted that
igneous rocks can become magnetized and then
not lose or reorient their magnetism when
the magnetic field of the earth reverses.

Scientists have stUdircri magnetized volcarild
rocks from land areas throughout the world, as
well as sediments of the sea floor. These
studies have established that the earth's magnetic
field has two stable states: as it exists today,
with the north magnetic pole near the north
geographic pole, and in a reversed position, with
the north magnetic pole near the south geographic
pole. Further, the magnetic poles of the earth
appear to have repeatedly alternated between

'these two orientations. It has been calculated
that in the past 70 million years tile earth's
poles "flip-flopped" more than 170 times. See
Figure 1. .

e

Agatagamismossorsargammisswasesasmoszsrigsmarsama

Figure Al. Above the Curie point, atoms take
random directions.

2

Surveys of the northeast Pacific floor in 1958
revealed a series of anomalies (irregularities) in
the intensity of the magnetic field. These
intensity differences ,were interprete as
reversals in the magnetic field of th arth. They
appear as a series of btripes whe graphically
portrayed on an ocean map. In 1963 it Was
suggested by two yo ng British Investigators,
F.J. Vine and D.H. atthews of Cambridge
University, that t e anomalies only are the
result of magn6tic reversals bu that they also
represent "stripes" of oce or created
during sea-floor spreading. See Figure 4.

Although models help us understand difficult
concepts, their accuracy is usually limited.
In the sea-floor model the student's compass will
actually flip-flop. In reality, a change of intensity
in tPte earth's magnetic field was recorded by a
magnetometer. This change was interpreted to be
part of the ocean floor that was formed at the mid-
ocean ridge at a time of reverse polarity.

At its strongest point near thpoles, the earth's
magnetic field is several hundred times weaker
than the field of a to horseshoe magnet.
Althbugh it is a weak field, it occupies a verx
large volt:line and involves a large amount or
energy, since the energy of a magnetic field is
proportional to its volume.

The magnetic field in the wires of the model is
hundreds of times stronger than the magnetism
in the rocks of the sea floor. Another
limitati of the model is that it illustrates only
magne c declination. r

Figure A2. Below the Curie point, and in the,
presence of an external magnetic field, domains
line up.



Over most -of the Northern Hemisphere the
north-seeking end of a compass needle wii/no

swing in a horizontal plane but it will
, ,also'dip downwards. The angle the needle makes

with theihorizontal is called the magnetic dip.
(In the outhern Hemisphere it points-up.)

Although in this activity Ay the horizontal
Magnetic component is utilized, the earth's'

fl

magnetic field isobest represented as a vector
defined by two angles, the angle of declination
and the angle of dip.

im t

SUGGESTED APPROACH
'This module piovIdes an opportunity for students
to op /tate a physicakmodel to better understand
the striped magnetic pattern which develops
across many mid-ocean ridges. Students should be

: familiar with sea-floor spreading, magnetic
field, magnetic field reversal and mid-ocean
ridges. .

Most teachers will want to rkview these concepts
with students before they work the magnetic
model. A teactier skilled in Inquiry techniques
may want krpresent the students With the
model- before,di ussing these concepts.

Ideally, student hould ork with this activity in
groups of two or threrThe data-gathering can

.fri

take place duringa.period of about 30 minutes,
but each part of the module, 1?-ART A and PART E:3;4
will take one class" period. An additional
class period is Suggested for a worthwhile
follow-up discussion. Some students will need
help with some of the calculations Involvlim time
and distance: You should also aid the studynts
In4applying the various concepts developed by the
model to sea-floOr spreading. ,

V

MagnetIc north Geographic north

figure B. The angle of declination and the angle
of dip for the earth's magnetic field.

0

4 "

A sea-flOor model should be pre-assembled
for each group. Construct the model
as follows:
1. Cut out a piece of corrugated cardbottrd, 18 cm

a x 34 cm, and label it as shorn in Figure C.
2. Magnetize 11 finishin#alls or straightened
paper clips (about 6 cm long) by putting them
In an electric coil and magnetizing, or stroking
them with one end of a strong bar magnet.
3. Wedge the wires or nails Into the holes along
the edge of the corrugated cardboardti-(See
directions for spacing in Figure D.)

Figure C. Labeling instructions fdtthe corrugated
cardboard.

ir

I

r i . .

,

1 5-,,,i , 1 A-4.:n, 1 5cm 6-0,m 6 Orr, 1 5CM 1 5cm . 4
.

5(...m 1 5cm
-4-10..-4-0-1 -4--)- -1* "4 _pi, .4.-------.....' ...4.--p. .4-.40- .14 lb.

,.. l

I .
r

Figure D. Suggested spacing for magnetized na.lis or wires in the sea-floor model.'
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4. .Draw a vertical line on the paper strip ''
through every arrow that is parallel to the edge of
the paper strip

ID
5. Dolor' in red each section in Which the compass
needle pointed south
6. Col& in blue each section in which the
compass needle pointed north

Then answer the following queSiions'
7. How many time intervals of north-seeking
(normal) magnetic polarity were found on the
model'
If the model is constructed according to the

ti
representative diagram, 5 time intervals of
north-seeking (normal) magnetism will be
recorded. Different model constructions may vary
this number. r
8. How many time intervals of south-seekirt
(reverse) magnetic polarity were found on the
model'?r
If the model is constructed according to the
representativd diagram, 6 time intervals of
south-seeking (reverse) magnetism will be
recorded. Agpin, different constructions may vary
this number.

4

1
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9. How does the pattern of magnetism orl the
right side of the m'id-ocean ridge (right side of
model) compare with the magnetic pattern
on the left side of the mid-ocean ridge'?
The pattern of magnetism on the right side of the
model should be exactly the reverse of the pattern

' on the left. This is referred to as a "mirror image."
10. How does the amount of area where there
is no norrrral or'reverse polarity (called transition
periods) compare with the amount of area
where there is normal or reverse polarity?
If the model is constructed as shown in Figure D,
then it will have 6 transition perrods, all of
which occupy a relatively small area compared
with the areas occupied by the normal and
reverse magnetic fields.

3
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4. Draw a vertical line on the paper strip
through every arrow that is parallel tb the edge of

the paper strip.
5. Color' in red each section in Which the compass
needle pointed south
6. Co Idr in blue each'settion in which the
compass needle pointed north

fihen answer the following questions
7. How many time intervals of north-seeking
(normal) magnetic polarity 'were fibund on the
model?
If the model is constructed according to the
representative diagram, 5 time intervals of
north-seeking (normal) magnetism will be
recorded. Different model constructions may vary
this number.
8. How many time intervals of south-seekinig
(reverse) magnetic polarity were found on the
(node!?
If the model is constructed according to the
representative diagram, 6 time intervals of
south-seeking (reverse) magnetism will be
recorded. Agin, different constructions may vary
this number.

41,
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9. How does the pattern of magnetism ori the
right side of the m'id-ocean ridge (right side of P

model) compare with the magnetic pattern
on the left side of the mid-ocean ridge?
The pattern of magnetism on the right side of the
model sihould be exactly the reverse of the pattern

' on the left. This is referred to as a "mirror image."
10. How does the amount of area where there
is no norrrral or'reverse polarity (called transition
periods) compare with the amount of area

'c where there is normal or reverse polarity?
If the model is constructed as shown in Figure D,
then it will have 6 transition perrods, all of
which occu'py a relatively small area compared
with the areas occupied by the normal and
reverse magnetic fields.
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See Step 5 PART B about location of this fine

Figure 3 Diagram showing the magnetic polarity west of British Columbia Areas believed to of
normal magnetic polarity are shown in black Areas believed to be of reverse magnetic polarity
are shown in white. Black lines that cut across the pattern are faults (Permission granted
from Raff and Mason, Bulletin of the Geological Society ofAmerica,)

PROCEDURE
PART B: What causes the sea floor to spread apart?
In this activity studepts work with a copy of the
original magnetic field diagram west of British
Columbia. The Juan de Fuca Ridge.area
shown in Figure 3 (arrows) is an area with which

It Matthews and Vine worked in developing the
sea-floor spreading hypothesis. The students
magnetic stripe map, made in PART A, and an
actual magnetic field change map will be
compared for similarities and differenes. Using
it paieomagnetic trine scale, students calculate
an average rate of spread, away from the
Juan de Fuca Ridge.
Key word: paleomagnetism
Time required: one 457minute period

6 -

Materials. sea-floor model

Figure 3 is a map of the sea floor west of British
Columbia. It shows the pattern of magnetic
polarity in the area of an ocean ridge. This ocean
ridge is called the Juan de Fuca Ridge. Its
location is shown by the two arrows on the map.
Compare the Map in Figure 3 with the striped
map youlnade of the sea-floor model. Answer
the following questions.
1. In what ways is your striped map similar to the
map in Figure 3?
Both maps show parallel stripes of normal and
reverse magnetic fields.

3



2. In what ways is the map in Fiure 3 different
from yours?
The magnetic field map of the area west of
British Columbia is far more complex and detailed
than the student map, Faults which have offset
the magnetic field pattern and changes in
the spreading rate are two of the factors which
complicate the magnetic pattern shown in
Figure 3. *

Some years ago, a few earth scientists came up
with the idea that ocean ridges were places
where the sea floor was spreading apart.
Figure 4 shows a way in which this spreading
could happen.

Mid-oceanic ridge

Figure 4. Convection currents are spreading the
sea floor away from the ocean ridges

Just having an idea in science is not enough. Ideas
can often came easy. Getting some proof is
often more difficult. How could one get some
kind of proof for the idea that crustal plateg are
moving away from ocean ridges?

Interestingly enough, thefirsTieal break-through
came about because of...the reasoning of a
24- year -old. graduate student, Frederick
Vine could see that the pattern of magnetic stripes
is similar on both sides of mid-ocean ridges
(a long submarine ridge found in all major ocean
basins of the world, commonly centrally located
in the basin and havinb a promikent valley down
the middle). He teasoned that thJ'magnetic
pattern reflected the magnetic field recorded in
the ocean floor rocks when they were formed;
The "duplicate" striped pattern sequence on either-
side of the ocean ridges was a major finding.
It providecvidence for the idea that new
material (lava) rises to the surface, cools, becomes
magnetized and gets carried outward away )
from both sides of the ridge as the sea floor
spreads apart.

Figure 5 stir's how this process is believed to
occur.

3. Why do you think the magnetic stripes are of
different width?
The difference In the widths of the magnetic
stripes-could be explained by: 1) varying
rates-of sea-floor spreading in the geologic past,
and 2) the length of time that the earth's magnetic
field stayed in a particular magnetic position.

Mid-oceartic'indge

Figure 5. As the lava. is-brought Up at the mid-oCean ridge, the sea floor spreads and it
"records" the earth's magnetic

r o
7
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Scientists who study paleomagnetism (the history
of the earth's magnetic field as recorded,jn
the rocks) have been able to work odt a paleo-
magnetic time scale. This time scale shows The
intervals of different magnetic pplarity Part of
this scale_is shown as Figure 6. ,

4. Using the time scale in Figure 6, determine
how many magnetic reversals hatie taken
place in the Oast 3 million years.

'Using the time scale in Figure 6, students should
'be able to determine 7 time intervals of

Magnetic reversals have occurred in ttle past 3
million years.

5. Look at Figure 3. Start at the ridge marked by
the arrows. Going Fast, count the same number.
of reversals that you determined (in question 4)
have taken place in the past 3 million years.
Measure this-distance in kilomet 'ers, using the
scale at the bottom of Figure 3.
Using Figure-3, th`a students can count 7 Stripes
outward from the ridge indicated by the
arrows in the figure. Because of the fault patterns
in the area, counting eastward should be

SUMMARY QUESTION
1. Explain the appearance and nature of the
magnetic pattern of the sea floor.
The recorded magnetic pattern of the sea floor
is striped, and there are alterhate and duplicate
(mirrbr image) bands of inferred normal and
re verse magnetism on the sea floor.
2. Explain how the alternating magnetic ,stripes
of the ocean floor might be formed.
Students should be encou'raged to write their
own ideas in their own way when answering
this question. One explanation is: The magnetic
particles-in the rocks of the ocean floor are
magnetized in the direction of the earth's magnetic

atithejime they are forming along the
mid-ocean ridge: As sea-floor spreading moves
the ocean floor, reversals in the earth's magnetic
field are recorded by the magnetic particles
rn nir sea-floor rock. This process creates a series
bf bands, or magnetic striped pattern.

easier than counting westward. Wing the scale
provided to measure from the ridge to the
seventh stripe, the students should find a distahce
of approximately 90 km. 4 At

6. Wheels the average rate of spreading during
this time? Hint: Divide the distance by the
time You will have to convect kin into cm.
Remember, 1 km = 100,000 cm

Rate =
Distance in cm
Time in years

- The average rate of spreading.can 'be determined
by dividing the distance the plates are
interpreted to have spread (approximately 90 km)
by the time involved (3 million years), Since
the students should expresS the final answer in
cm/year, be certain that the appropriate
conversions are made.

R R= 9 0

T 3 m.y.
9,000,000 cm = 3.0 cm/year

434= 3,009,000 years W

.4

Jaw--

3. Explain why you think that the striping of
sea -floor magneti9m is either for or against the
idea of sea-floor spreading.
Although you should encourage students to
write various responses to this question, you can
expect many to express ideas similar to the
following:
I think the striping of the sea-floor magnetism
supports the idea of sea-floor spreading. When the
alternating magnetic pattern and the
similarity of the pattern on either side'Of the ridge
are considered, it is difficult to think of any .

other way/in which the striping pattern could have
formed. Assuming that the reversals in the
earth's magnetic field have taken place, then
sea-floor spreading is a way in which this pattern
could

K-Ar Age In 0 0 5
Millions Of Years

Magnetic Polarity

Polarity Epoch

irilr
Brunhes
Normal
Epoch

L

10 1 p 20 25 0 35 4 0 45

1s1111101 1 111,11 111)1 11 III

Matuyama Reversed
Epoch

Gauss Normal
Epoch

Gilbert Reversed
Epoch

Field normal Field reversed

.04

Figure 6. This diagram shows the time intervals Of different magnetic polarity
during the past 4.5 million years. ..4
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NAGT Crustal Evolution
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Education Project Modules
CEEP tvlodUles are listed here in alphabetical
order Each Mbtdule is designed for use in
the number of clas4 periods indicated, For
suggested sequendes of CEEP Modules to
cover specify topids 'and for correlation
of CEEP Modules to standard earth science
textbooks, consult Ward's descriptive
lijerature on CEEP The Catalog Numbers
ghown here refer to the CLASS PACK ,
of each Module consisting of a Teacher's
Guide and 30 copies of the Student
Investigation See Ward's descriptive
literature for alternate order quantities

Cot,vright 1979 Except for the rights to
mat.rials reserved by others the
publisher and the copyright owner hereby
grant permission without charge to
'omestic persons of the U S and Canada
fir ISA pf this Work and related materials

the English langUage in the U S and
Canada after 1985 For conditions of us'e
and oermission to use tha Work or any part
tliii-cerjfifor foreign publications or

rn other than the English
lanqua9n Apply tr the copyright owner Or
Puh',Voer
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Land Bridge
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Continents And Ocean Basins:
Floaters And Sinkers
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3 34'W 1201

3-5 34 W 1202

Crustal Movement: A Major Force 2-3 34 W 1203
In Evolution

Deep Sea Trenches And Radioactive 34 W 1204
Waste

Drifting Continents And Magnetic 3 34 W 1205
Fields #

Drifting Continents And Wandering 4 34 W 1206
Poles

Earthquakes And Plate
Boundaries

Fossils As Clues To Ancient
Continents

Hot Spots In The Earth's Crust
How Do continents Split Apart?
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. The Better Theory?
How DoeS Heat Flow Vary in The

Ocean Floor?
How Fast Is The Ocean Flocl

Moving?
Iceland: The Case Of The Splitting

P,ersonality
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A Sea-floor Mystery:
Mapping Polarity Reversals

INTRODUCTION L

'One interesting find that scientists have made
in recent years is that the earth's magnetic field
has two favored positions, One position is% as
it exists today, with the north magnetic pole

The other 1exactly the rdver e, with the
near the north geographic (See Figure la )

.--

north 'magnetic pole near the south geographiO
pole (See Figure lb ) The magnetic p6larity
(the geographic directions of the north and
south magnetic pores) appears to have reverse5_
positions many times in the past

Magnetic north

GeOgraphic south

1

Figure 1. Magnetic polarity of the earth

a. Normal magnetic polarityearth's magnetic
field as it occurs today.

Copyright 1979 by Southeast Miasmal State University

b. Reverse magnetic polarity earth's magnetic
field as it has occurred at a number of tinies in
the past.
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OBJECTIVES
After you have Completed these activities, you
shoUld be able to.
1. Describe the magnetic pattern that was
found on the sea-floor model

1( 2. Identify the areas on the model that.have
pormarmagnetism and the areas that have reverse
magnetism

PROCEDURE
PART A What is the magnetic pattern of a
mid-ocean ridge area/
Materials sea-floor model, compass, strip of
adding machine tape, masking tape and
red and blue pencils for each group

This nftel has Teen made to show some features
of the magnetic field that are recorded in the
rocks of the sea floor
1. Place the cardboard .model in front of you
Lay the ;trip of adding machine tape along the
length of the cardboard model as close to
the center as possible Attach it at both ends with
tape

#t.
2. Place the compass at the very center of the
strip of adding machine tape. This point represents
the center of a mid-ocean ridge Yowl 11 very
slowly slide the compass to the right along
the paper strip. Wherever the compass needle is
parallel - or perpendicular to the edge
of the paper strip, carefully lift The compass
and draw a small arrow to show the direction of
the north-seeking end of the-compass. Keep
plotting all the way to the right end of the tape.

3. Compare the magnetic pattern on one side of
the model mid -ocean ridge with that orpthe
opposite side of the ridge
4. Suggdst some possible wan in which the
striped magnetic pattern could have been formed
5.° Calculate the amount of sea-floor spreading
that has occurred in the past 3 million years
6. Calculate the rate of sea-floor spreading
that has occurred in the past 3 million years.

3. Again, place the compass at the center of the
strip of adding machine tape. This time%lide
the`compass slowly to the left along the paper
strip As before, whenever the compass needle is
parallel or perpendicular # to the
edge of the paper strip, carefully lift the compass
and draw a small arrow to show thd direction a'
of the north-seeking end of the compass. Keep

.plotting all the way to the left end of the tape.
4. Draw a vertical line on the paper strip
through every arrow that is parallel to the edge of
the paper strip
5. Color in red each section in which the compass
needle pointed south
6. Colo( in blue each section io.which the
compass needle pointed north

Figure 2. Sea-floor model. Diagram showing how to indicate with a small arrow when the
compass needle is parallel or perpendicular to the edge of the paper strip.

2
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Then answer the following questions:
. .7. How many time intervals of north-seeking

(normal) magnetic polarity were four on the
model,

8. How many time intervals of south - seeking
(reyerse),magne-tic polarity4ere found on the
model,

4

.9.,How does the Pattern of magnetism on the
right side of the mid -ocean ridge (right side of
model) compare with thp 'magnetic pattern
on the left side of the mid -ocean ridge?

*..
4.

10 How does the amount of area whereAfiere
Is no normal or reverse polatity (called transition
periods) compare with the amount of area
where there is normal or reverse polarity?

-
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Figure 3 Diagram showing the magnetic polarity west of British Columbia Areas believed to be of
normal magnetic polarity are shownin black Areas believed to be of reverse magnetic polarity
are shown in white Black lines that cut across the, pattern are faults (Permission granted
from Raff and Makn, Bulletin of the Geological Society of America )

PROCEDUI3y.
PART B What causes the sea floor to spread apart?
Materials sea-floor model

r,

Figure 3 is a miip of 'the sea floor west of'British
Columbia It shows the pattern of magnetic
polarity in the area of an ocean -ridge. This ocean
ridge is called the" Juan de Fuca Ridge. Its
location is shown by the two arrows on the map.
Compare the map. n"Fibure 3 with the'striped
map you made of the sea-floor model. Answer
the following questionS:
1. In what ways is your striped map similar to the
map in Figure 39

2. In what ways is the map in Figure 3 differefit
frofrot yOurs?

4



,me years ago, a few earth scientists came up
with the idea that ocean ridges were places
where the sea floor was spreading apart.
Figure 4 shows a way in which this spreading
could happen.

Mid-oceanic nage

Sea level

Internal heat

Figure 4 Convection currents are spreading the
sea floor away from the ocean ridges

,

Just having an idea in g'cience is no enough Ideas.
can often corm easy. Getting some proof is .

often more difficult Hbw Could one get some
kind of proof for the idea.that crustal plates are
moving away frorn ocean ridges?

,b
Interestingly enough, the,firSt real break-through eve

came about because pf the reasoning of a
24-year-old graduate student, Frederick Vine.'
Vine could see that the pattern of magnetic stripes
is similar on both sides of mide-ocean,ridges °

(a long submarine ridge fouid in all major ocean
.basins of the world, commonly centrally located

ain the basin and heaving a prominent valley down
the middle) He reasoned that the magnetic
pattern reflected the magnetic field recorded in
the ocean floor rocks when they were formed.
The "duplicate" striped pattern sequence on either
side of the ocean ridges was a major finding
It provided evidence for the idea that new
material (lava) rises to the surface, cools, becomes
magnetized and gets carried outward away
from both sides of-the ndge\as the sea floor
spreads apart

Figure 5 shows how this process is believed to
occur

Mid- oceanic ridge

Internal heat

Figure As the lava is brought up at the mid-ocean ridge, the sea floor spreads and it

"records" the earth's magnetic field.

3. Wtry do you Ihink the magnetic stripes are of different width'?

5
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Scientists who study paleomagnetism (the history
of the earth's magnetic field as recorded in
the rocks) have been able to work out a paleo-
magnetic time scale. This time scale shows.the
intervals of different magnetic polarity. Part of
this scale is shown as Figure 6.

4. Using the time scale in Figure 6, determine
,how many magnetic reversals have taken
place in the past 3'million years A

5.,,,Look at Figure 3 Start atithe ridge marked by
the arrows Going east, count the same number
of reversals that you determined (in question 4)
have taken place in the past 3 million years
Measure this distance in kilometers, using the
scale at the bottom of Figure 3

/
4

..

t

-a w

A

6. What is the average rate of spreading during
this lime? Hint. Divide the distance by the
time, You will have to convert km into cm.
Remember, 1 km = 100,000 cm.

Rate =
Distance in cm
Time in years

i

e

,,

,e-

r-...

N.

a'

4.

K-Ar Age In
Millions Ot Years

0 05 10 15 20
...

25 30 35 40 45

Magnetic Polarity

Polarity Epoch
Bombes
Normal
Epoch

Matuyama Reversed
Epoch

Gauss Normal
Epoch

Gilbert Reversed
Epoch

Field normal Field revery d

Figure 6. This diagram shows the time intervals of different magnetic polarity
during the past 4.5 million years. 1 ,
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SUMMARY' QUESTJONS
A 4

1. Explai the appeararthe and nature of the 3. Explain why you think that the striping of
magnetic at/ern of thesea floor. sea-floor magnetism is either for or against the

idea of sea-floor sprea ling.

a A.

2, Explain how the alternating magnetic tripes
of the ocean floor might be formed.

P

r

V

r
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